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Synopsis Immersion in well-designed outdoor environments can foster the habits of mind that enable critical and

authentic scientific questions to take root in students’ minds. Here we share two design cases in which careful, collab-

orative, and intentional design of outdoor learning environments for informal inquiry provide people of all ages with

embodied opportunities to learn about the natural world, developing the capacity for understanding ecology and the

ability to empathize, problem-solve, and reflect. Embodied learning, as facilitated by and in well-designed outdoor

learning environments, leads students to develop new ways of seeing, new scientific questions, new ways to connect

with ideas, with others, and new ways of thinking about the natural world. Using examples from our collaborative

practises as experiential learning designers, we illustrate how creating the habits of mind critical to creating scientists,

science-interested, and science-aware individuals benefits from providing students spaces to engage in embodied learning

in nature. We show how public landscapes designed in creative partnerships between educators, scientists, designers, and

the public have potential to amplify science learning for all.

Introduction: the (dis)embodied nature
of teaching and learning

Historically, psychologists and other scientists have
separated mind from body, to perceive them as pe-
ripherally connected but not integral to one another
(Descartes 1952,1980; Russell 1990). Schools and
universities generally privilege disembodied practises
that maintain this mind/body dualism. In this dual-
istic approach, “[e]xcept as a container for the mind,
[the body] has no significance” (Paechter 2006, 123).
Recently, cognitive scientists have prompted recon-
sideration of the mind/body dualism, reminding us
that thinking is shaped by and with our bodies and
actions (Abrahamson and Lundgren 2014). The
study of embodied cognition suggests, “Human cog-
nition is deeply rooted in the body’s interactions
with its physical environment” (Lindgren and
Johnson-Glenberg 2013, 446). Indeed, as Gibbs
(2005) cautions, “We must not assume cognition
to be purely internal, symbolic, computational, and

disembodied, but seek out the gross and detailed
ways in which language and thought are inextricably

shaped by embodied action” (Gibbs 2005, i). While

true across all disciplines, the role of the body in

learning may be especially influential in the sciences

(Alsop 2005; Liben et al. 2011; Bajak 2014; Kontra

et al. 2015; Weisberg and Newcombe 2017). Indeed,

“STEM education initiatives may particularly benefit

from embodied cognitive practices because STEM

disciplines rely on representation systems that re-

quire sensory encoding . . . and are nevertheless de-

pendent on highly abstract, formalized symbol

systems (e.g., those used in . . . chemistry). Students

need a ‘way in’ to linking sensory representations

with abstractions” (Weisberg and Newcombe 2017).

That “way in” requires shifting not only how but

also where we teach science.

Examples mount to suggest that “if cognition is

embodied and if embodied learning is more efficient

for cognitive development, then maybe schools
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should change their style of teaching to promote this

kind of learning in students at all ages” (Ionescu and

Glava 2015, 10). Though we increasingly see that

hands-on, inquiry-driven learning effectively cultivates

the critical and creative thinking skills needed for dis-

covery and innovation (National Research Council

2000; Barron and Darling-Hammond 2008; Roberts

2015), mainstream schools and universities prove dif-

ficult ships to turn, freighted with policies that oblige

teachers to focus on fact delivery and assessment.

Traditional science labs seldom provide opportunities

for open-ended, active, embodied learning. Instead,

accountability measures and pressures of standardized

assessment at all levels constrain teaching and learn-

ing, hampering imagination and curiosity that deepen

into rigorous inquiry. Furthermore, “(e)mbracing the

body as an active and meaningful part of the learning

process is a . . . daunting ideological and pedagogical

hurdle, given our habituated reluctance to consider

cognition as embodied” (Blatt-Gross 2015, 138), add-

ing challenges to implementation.

In the design cases described below, which bring

together our professional experience in Landscape

Architecture (Gill), Curriculum Design (Glazier and

Towns), Education (Glazier), and Public Art

(Towns), we illustrate the development of learning

spaces that invite students to experience science in em-

bodied ways. We build from our argument that creat-

ing the habits of curiosity, empathy, inquisitiveness,

observation and reflection, habits critical to the devel-

opment of scientists and science-aware individuals,

depends on giving students experiences in the natural

world (Schwartz and Martin 2004; Leong et al. 2014).

Interdisciplinary collaborations:
designers are scientists, scientists are
designers

Since big freighters—traditional education spaces and

methods—prove slow to change despite the demon-

strated effectiveness of embodied learning (Singer

et al. 2012; Freeman et al. 2014; Kontra et al. 2015),

we, as designers, scholars, and educators have boarded

exploratory vessels—alternative places of learning like

farms, zoos, and museums. In our experience, these

sites provide ideal grounds for prototyping alterna-

tives. The challenge of wide-ranging audience expect-

ations and typically small number of staff demand

close collaborations to enable the success: staff from

disciplines like art, design, science, and education

work closely together in these alternative learning sites,

bringing with them multi-disciplinary understandings.

Referring to science museums, Sue Allen, Learning

Research Director at the Exploratorium, writes: “We

expect these institutions to provide a hugely diverse

visiting public with entertainment, the freedom to choose

their own path, follow their personal interests, do their

own inquiry, and create their own meanings. Yet at the

same time, we want our museums to be respected educa-

tional institutions where people can spend an hour and

come away having learned some canonical science”

(Allen 2004, S18). These seemingly conflicting demands

of alternative learning sites depend on sustained interdis-

ciplinary design collaboration.

In our work in and outside the school system, we

have found the benefits of carefully designing and

building interdisciplinary teams to shape embodied

learning outcomes outweigh the challenges. In the

design cases below, we show how, when interdisci-

plinary design teams are established at the outset of

the planning process, and come together regularly to

define, design, test, evaluate, and revise the design,

the process results in flexible, innovative, and effective

learning platforms (Fig. 1). The literature suggests—

and our experience concurs—that true collaboration

exists when partners come to the table early, on equal

footing, and with equal interest in the questions and

outcomes at hand (Drayton and Falk 2006; Munson

et al. 2013). Moreover, in our work with scientists, we

have found a necessary symbiosis: as Galatowitsch

(1998) explains, “Science and design are complemen-

tary ways to generate knowledge (and therefore both

are creative endeavors). Scientists solve problems in-

ductively, forming generalized principles from specific

observations. Designers use general principles to solve

specific problems deductively” (102).

In our experience, the most effective collabora-

tions between designers and scientists include partic-

ipants from both disciplines who demonstrate

capacity to practise deductive and inductive think-

ing. In essence, both think as scientists and both

think as designers in and through this process of

creating authentic learning applications.

Collaborative, interdisciplinary teams built early,

with attention paid to the design practise of estab-

lishing empathy for the team and needs of the proj-

ect lead to powerful design outcomes. These

outcomes benefit students (who experience more ef-

fective and engaging learning), scientists (who gain

tools for communication, and an expanded pipeline

of scientists and science interested), and designers

(who attain an expanded field for impactful design

practise) (Galatowitsch 1998; Munson et al. 2013).

Shifting learning landscapes

Because lived experience influences cognition, the

environment where students learn impacts what
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learning happens. Full-body experiences, which

blend play and experimentation, can help students

perceive science more positively. We argue that:

“learning environments for math and science can

be made more effective if they are designed to tap

into bodily know-how that originates both from

existing life experience and new learning experi-

ences” (Abrahamson and Lundgren 2014, 11).

Furthermore, the field of “embodied cognition has

emphasized the role that the body and environment

play in cognitive processing” (Weisberg and

Newcombe 2017). School and university settings

have looked similar for centuries; interdisciplinary

collaborations between researchers, scientists, educa-

tors, and designers provide compelling opportunities

to test new kinds of learning spaces that put embod-

ied learning into practise.

Carefully designed, spaces of informal learning

build young people’s sense of efficacy, curiosity,

and capacity for learning (Allen 2004). Because tra-

ditional labs and classrooms seldom have institu-

tional flexibility and space to facilitate these

experiences, alternative learning habitats offer needed

platforms. Our collaborative work helps us consider:

What if we design experiential spaces where body

and mind were encouraged to interact? Such habitats

for learning and the experiences they can provide are

important learning landscapes, particularly for scien-

ces. Actualizing these designs depends on cultivating

and managing public and private partnerships.

Bringing diverse, interdisciplinary voices—from fun-

ders to educators to scientists to designers—together

to create and use spaces of natural learning introdu-

ces greater opportunity for innovation across

disciplines.

Two collaborative design processes we have led—

the North Carolina Zoological Park (NC Zoo)

Treehouse Master Plan and the Durham Public

Schools Hub Farm (DPS Hub)—demonstrate the de-

velopment and use of habitats for fostering inquisitive

minds of future scientists and offer insight as to how

we can facilitate interdisciplinary collaborations. These

sites provide interdisciplinary teams space to proto-

type immersive learning experiences, and platforms to

conduct research on science learning and design ef-

fectiveness. We illustrate our reliance on design prac-

tise to create habitats and experiences that can build

visitors’ capacity as independent learners. The design

cases illustrate: our process, fruitful and frustrating

collaborations and partnerships, and promising prac-

tises for authentic science learning and assessment.

The design cases further demonstrate that, thought-

fully led, the design process can build the collabora-

tive team even as it builds the design.

DESIGN CASE 1: Adversaries to Team—The NC

Zoological Park Treehouse Master Plan

The North Carolina Zoo (NC Zoo) is a natural

habitat zoo that prioritizes the health and well-being

Fig. 1 The overlap of design thinking, design process, and scientific process: our methodologies for discovery and solution building are

similar across disciplines. The typical design process starts with defining a design need, then goes through an analysis, then into concept

building, program development, and then schematic, design development, and construction drawings. From this point, the design is

built, and the programming and site are managed over time.

Cultivating collaborations 129
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of the animals and plants, emphasizing the environ-

mental and educational goals of conservation of spe-

cies and habitat. This means site-lines are carefully

constructed so animals on exhibit seldom see visi-

tors, and have huge spaces to roam. Therefore, vis-

itors may find that, seen from hundreds of yards

away in their expansive, natural-appearing enclo-

sures, water buffalo and elephants resemble ants

and beetles. At the natural habitat zoo, visitors do

not feed, touch, or otherwise play with zoo animals.

Insofar as possible, lived experience of the animals

mimics their experience in the wild.

The design question

The team from SolidZebra, led by Betsy Towns as

artist and site designer and Katherine Gill as co-site

designer and landscape architect, was challenged with

how to create embodied biology learning experiences

when visitors and animals are separated from one

another. Our scope of work called for master plan-

ning an exhibit directed at children. At the surface, it

appeared to the NC Zoo staff that the principled,

conservationist design of exhibits in the zoo opposed

the zoo educators’ goals of teaching scientific and

ecological mindset through close engagement with

living exhibits. The research and discovery phase of

the design process—involving collaboration between

our team of designers and artists, and NC Zoo ex-

hibit designers, scientists, and educators—demon-

strated that embodied learning experiences exceed

pedagogical outcomes for all visitors compared to

content-based interpretives. First, zoo educators,

and, somewhat more slowly, zoo horticulturalists,

biologists, and veterinarians, came to see that design-

ing embodied learning experiences could substan-

tially impact the environmental, cognitive, and

pedagogical outcomes for visitors of all ages, and

that we could identify ways to achieve these without

impacting zoo exhibit species (Allen 2004; Leong

2014). By engaging all parties equally in the design

process from start to finish in periodic full-day de-

sign charrettes, we became a cohesive team. The

method led to an authentically shared understanding

of the value of embodied practise to prepare learners

to become inquisitive, empathetic inhabitants of the

natural world, and to engage with science material

more substantively. “As designers engage in a process

of developing an image, representing it, and then

testing their ideas, they . . . provide a catalyst for

change, for achieving an outcome, and, most impor-

tant, for facilitating a thinking process. In a thought-

ful process, the designer takes into account what

exists and provides an opportunity for the players

to express themselves, to be effective, and to feel

empowered. The designer’s role is a critical part of

the triangle of players who together create a place

that goes beyond the narrow and timid to encom-

pass the ‘enchantments of childhood’” (Stine 1997,

7). With a team more open to the high-impact prac-

tises of embodied learning, the informal spaces of the

zoo offered an ideal location to prototype and test

learning results more effectively than within tradi-

tional schools (e.g., Barron and Darling-Hammond

2008; Roberts 2015). The design process allowed us

to turn opponents into collaborators and discover

opportunities to create learning experiences that pro-

pel the goals of all.

Design strategy emerges

Based on the areas of agreement discovered in stake-

holder workshops, the design team (Towns and Gill)

made two decisions that shaped the design of the

Master Plan: rather than designing animal encoun-

ters involving the zoo wildlife collection, the exhibit

would create spaces apart from the zoo animal hab-

itats for “parallel encounters” with familiar species

that visitors could transfer to their observation and

reflection on the zoo animal exhibits. Animal

encounters in the design focused on pet species

(dogs, rabbits), indigenous species abundant on the

property (squirrels, ants, owls, black snakes), and

species with history of domesticity (goats). The

choices avoided bringing visitors into contact with

exotic collections, while engaging the expertise of

zoologists, conservationists, and horticulturalists in

creating relevant parallel experiences; together we

considered how scientific content could become

‘hands-on’ engagement.

Defining the exhibit

At this point, we proposed that the NC Zoo Master

Plan focus on three strategies to achieve the conser-

vation education mission: (1) Creating play oppor-

tunities that duplicate and repeat behaviors that

visitors watch animals do in their own habitats (em-

pathy building); (2) Designing spaces for imaginative

independent play (creativity and curiosity); and (3)

Establishing pivot points between the visitors’ inner

and outer selves, giving them opportunities to reflect

on physical engagements to take with them the tra-

ditional ‘look but don’t touch’ exhibits of the rest of

the zoo.

Following Discovery phase, the exhibit emerged

around these strategies. A preliminary concept, The

Treehouse, created immersions in each strategic prac-

tise. For example, to build empathy through parallel
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experiences, we created sequences of exhibits around

climbing, home building, and food-gathering. The

dramatic centerpiece is a large treehouse in the de-

ciduous forest (Fig. 2). Each iteration of the design

process brought scientists, educators, and designers

together to critique and evaluate the accuracy and

effectiveness of the ways that designers had put vis-

itors into motion in relation to zoo ecology.

Optimally, zoo visitors would emerge from the ex-

perience with an increased alertness to qualities of

locomotion (especially adaptations that enable mam-

mal survival in treetop habitat), with a sense of spe-

cies interactions (squirrels and oak interdependence),

and practise/warm-up in observing wildlife (em-

bodying squirrel feeding, climbing, and nesting

behaviors), all concepts with transferability to exhib-

its throughout the zoo (Fig. 3).

Implications

The Master Plan relies on meaningful engagement

with plant and animal species tolerant of human

interactions to create openness to learning about

animals and plants in the zoo exhibits. Experiences

that engage biomechanics, movement, interaction,

manipulation, and many senses and modes of cog-

nition offer potential to reach many different devel-

opmental levels and learning styles and capacities. In

parallel, repeating play experiences creates capacities

necessary for observing and reading that take prom-

inence at zoo-interpretive exhibits (Fig. 4). When

designs like this work effectively, we see an elevation

of the kinds of questions visitors take time to de-

velop (Bell et al. 2009). At the traditional zoo with

caged animals, children might ask their parents:

“Why is the lemur looping the same path again

and again?” as the children experiment with their

own loops on trails. At the natural habitat zoo,

they might wonder: “Why can’t I see the lemur?”

At the natural play enhanced zoo, children might

consider, as they climb structures and observe ani-

mals climb: “Why do lemurs have long front legs?

Why do goats have four legs that are the same? and

why do we climb on two legs?” It’s not unusual for

visitors to try out or mimic other ways of climbing

to mimic those of the animals they see (Falk et al.

2008).

Commentary

In the NC Zoo Master Plan process, bringing the

diverse perspectives of designers, scientists, and edu-

cators together made it possible to design playful,

open-ended, embodied engagement that led to

question-finding and problem solving, which build

science-learning skills (Ellsworth 2004). Designing

for open-ended and learner-driven play requires the

institution and the educator to release some degree

of control over specific content delivered. The de-

signer forfeits some control in collaboration with

the users: “Designing for open-ended play means

taking a risk . . . . As a designer you do not know

at the start of the project what the outcome will be.

You have some assumptions, but these assumptions

can turn out to be wrong” (de Valk et al. 2013, 98).

Thus, the process corresponds with the experiences

we shape for learners—it takes as its starting point

open-ended play, examines judgments and embraces

risk, experiment, and prototyping as strategies to re-

veal and exceed assumptions and limitations, and

creates a climate for reflection, critique, and adapta-

tion. Designing spaces for “knowledge in the

making” (Ellsworth 2004) requires a process of

“design in the making” and has given us routes to

new ways of thinking about design, teaching, and

learning. Working with designers can introduce

scholars in all fields to new tools, methods, and pla-

ces of learning that can increase the reach and im-

pact of their pedagogy and research. The

collaborative Master Plan design process at the NC

Zoo, which involved staff Scientists, Educators, and

Curators and Gill and Towns as Facilitators and

Designers, led the Zoo to consider new strategies

for embodied learning throughout their exhibit

design.

Fig. 2 Illustration by the designers showing the main treehouse:

webs, log-balance, and tunnel scramble draw young people into

the canopy and challenge them to move through space in ways

that engage their whole bodies in the treetops in the kinds of

movements they see squirrels achieve in the adjacent trees.

These climbing experiences lead visitors to nest building mate-

rials like those squirrels employ in the highest level of the trees,

and to acorn gathering and stashing points throughout the entire

treehouse exhibit. Feeders encourage the native squirrels to

platforms in the canopy, and viewing stations give visitors practise

at the kind of observation “work” they will do with the zoo

exhibit animals throughout the park.
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Fig. 3 The designers’ sketches show climbing-experiences throughout the exhibit that parallel behaviors of the animals located there. A

goat treehouse designed with rustic materials and same saturated color points as the children’s treehouse lets visitors see how kid

goats and kid humans climb in similar and different ways; dog and squirrel obstacle courses build on this integrative thinking through

engaging repetition; oversized blades of grass and replicas of native ants invite visitors to climb in and explore.

Fig. 4 The designers’ diagram illustrates various habitats represented in the Master Plan.
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DESIGN CASE 2: Cultivating Embodied Learning

by Engaging Community Partners, Scientists,

Administration, Teachers, Volunteers, and Students

in adapting Fallow Lands into Environments where

Students Delight in Learning Outdoors.

The Durham Public Schools Hub farm is a 32-acre

outdoor learning lab initiated in 2011 by a small

group of stakeholders interested in creating oppor-

tunities for all 32,000 district students to engage in

outdoor, project-based health, and science learning.

As landscape architect and founding project devel-

oper, Katherine Gill helped develop creative strate-

gies for collaborations and to facilitate a strategic

plan and design for how the school system could

put this fallow site to work for experiential learning.

The engaged team that led the initiative included a

committed member of the district’s Board of

Education; the district Director of Career and

Technical Education, and leaders and scientists

from educational non-profits in the community. A

driving design question was: How might the design

of the Hub Farm complement and extend science

learning that happens inside school walls? (Fig. 5)

From a design perspective, the Hub Farm differs

from typical landscape architecture projects where

designers are hired to create a design from concept

to construction, and complete the project before it is

used. The Hub Farm is unique: it is an environment

where design emerges as students and teachers en-

gage in this space and where outcomes evolve based

on visitors’ own questions, lives, and experiences on

the site. The design concept for the Hub Farm is to

provide an open-ended experience for all types of

learners, providing a framework and the structure

for the exploration of multiple learning outcomes.

With very little money, a completely overgrown

site, and limited leadership from the highest levels

of the administration, it was critical to begin the

design process by focusing on the strengths inherent

in the site and the people who would use it. In other

words, the collaborations became the project, and

the activation of those partnerships became critical

to the Hub Farm growing into a vibrant learning lab.

At the beginning of the design process at the Hub,

we identified the type of collaborations and partners

in the community with expertise in providing pro-

gramming and curriculum for students but that were

limited in their ability to reach students within the

school system. The Hub Farm site is comprised of a

diversity of Piedmont forest types and unusual volca-

nic granite rock formations. The hydrology includes

stormwater from neighboring roads, parking lots,

and rooflines that flow into a perennial stream, wet-

lands, and two agricultural ponds. Given these site

features, we were immediately able to inhabit, expe-

rience, and bring to life the natural history of NC

geology, ecology, climate change, and land use his-

tory through partnerships with organizations in the

area that are doing related research and seek to pro-

vide outreach assistance to the community: NC State

University’s Soil Sciences Department; UNC College

of Education, Durham County Soil and Water

Conservation, NC State Agricultural Extension

Water Quality experts, and many others (Fig. 6).

The Hub Farm acts as the lab to pilot and assess

embodied teaching and learning outcomes from

which further programming across the district and

state can develop. It is the hub from which spokes

emerge, reaching across schools and organizations

(Fig. 7). For example, through a collaboration with

the Durham County Public Health Department, the

Hub Farm implemented an innovative teaching ap-

proach which we named Seed to Belly. The collabo-

ration between the Hub Farm, the schools, and the

Health Department nutritionists enabled children to

experience full cycles of the food system and nutri-

tion processes firsthand (Fig. 8). Providing embodied

learning opportunities for K-12 students at the hub

farm is paramount. However, what happens when

students step back into traditional school contexts?

How can embodied science learning in this context

stretch back to schools? To that end, we partnered

with Jocelyn Glazier, faculty in the School of

Education at the University of North Carolina,

who works with K-12 teachers across multiple disci-

plines. Recognizing the impact of experiential learn-

ing on students, Jocelyn wondered how to better

support teacher training in this pedagogy. How, for

example, would science teachers teach authentically

if they themselves experienced only disembodied sci-

ence learning?

Design strategy

An ongoing summer partnership with the UNC

Masters in Education (MEDX) program and the

Hub Farm works to support experiential teacher

learning about science through implementation of

the design process. The design process during these

summers consists of: (1) Framing a project for teach-

ers and students to implement that would integrate

science learning in the design-build process; (2)

Introducing the general steps within the design pro-

cess; (3) Reminding teachers and students to expect

the ambiguity of many possible solutions, and that

working through this ambiguity was part of the de-

sign challenge. Engaging in the process provides the

next set of questions, answers, and challenges.
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Teachers and students familiar with the scientific

process found key correlations with the design

process.

Over the last 5 years, depending on the environ-

mental, practical, and curricular needs of the space,

MEDX teachers have created curriculum kits on

water quality of ponds on site; built learning spaces

along a path that connects the public library next

door to the Hub Farm; and built gates and bridges

that protect animals, and subtly invite or dissuade

students from entering the farm. Each of these

examples of spaces built by teachers offers poignant

snapshots of embodied learning: a teacher knee

deep in water who discovers how to measure the

angle needed to support an 80 wide bridge; the

teachers’ sense of accomplishment and satisfaction

at seeing the gate they built from downed limbs; the

shared smile of teacher and student discovering not

one but seven different invertebrates in the bucket

of water they pulled out of the pond together

(Fig. 9). These outcomes were anticipated and sur-

prising all at once. They were framed for the teach-

ers with enough ambiguity to enable them to

engage in necessary risk taking, initiative, and

play. By following the design process, the teachers

could engage in rigorous, hands-on learning while

changing the landscape to support the learning of

the next visitors to the Hub. Too often, teachers

and students alike are invited into outdoor learning

spaces that are closed-ended, exhibits that tell rather

than show, that are hands-off rather than hands-on,

that establish set questions and answers rather than

opportunities to explore. When outdoor spaces are

designed to enable authentic engagement with

materials and opportunities to literally and figura-

tively fall into learning, scientific inquiry can blos-

som. The boundaries of spaces like the Hub Farm

stretch to meet the questions and curiosities of

those who visit.

Commentary

The Hub Farm enables open-ended opportunities for

learning with varied outcomes that pivot the learner

in new directions. The purposeful design concept of

the farm leads to multiple experiences that lead in

Fig. 5 The Hub Farm Master Plan plays off the natural habitats of the site to afford various exploration and science-based learning

opportunities. The Master Plan also references the types of partnerships, collaborations, and student-run citizen-science initiatives that

may be incorporated into the overall program.
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turn to a series of next challenges. Each season

brings a new and different problem that demands

authentic problem solving. The farm strips away

the traditional boundaries of teaching and learning

behind the walls of a classroom opening up new

challenges for how to integrate learning at the Hub

Farm with the learning that happens in the class-

room. For teachers, the farm provides the critical

space for teacher growth. Teacher trainings taught

by scientists and professional experts in fields of

science that not only bring scientific research into

the hands of teachers but also tie-in the required

learning materials of the classroom become very

powerful tools that would lead to better integra-

tion from the Hub Farm back to the classroom.

Teachers’ experience of embodied learning allows

them to imagine new possibilities for their class-

rooms. They are in turn able to create and develop

inquiry-based and embodied experiences for their

students. This experience cultivates autonomy,

giving both teachers and learners a sense of au-

thority, efficacy, and the opportunity to solve

problems rather than having the right answers in

mind. In essence, the teachers become scientists so

that they can lead their K-12 students in becoming

the same.

Discussion

As described, learning is as much physical as men-

tal. “Embodied exploration and learning are inex-

tricably intertwined” (Hirsch-Pasek and Golinkoff

2008). The habitats we present here reflect experi-

ential spaces in which mind and body are invited

to interact, providing important learning land-

scapes, particularly for science learning. As illus-

trated, these habitats provide opportunities for

learning that is exploratory and open-ended. In

order to build the desire and capacity for learning

about science, we have to offer visitors experiences

in well-constructed spaces like those above, that

demonstrate to them pleasure, freedom, and au-

tonomy to build their comfort in engaging in

learning. Similarly, for learners of all ages to un-

derstand the relevance of the questions they con-

sider in these spaces, they need exposure, guidance,

and shared experiences with scientists, who,

though they may be asking questions of a much

higher level, are nonetheless, inquiring and learn-

ing in very similar ways to younger students.

Scientists, who are willing to come to the table

to work with designers and educators, can show

us all the motivating environments that drive

them into scientific inquiry.

Fig. 6 A diagram of the potential partnership relationships across key programming goals and site features.
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Fig. 7 Diagram showing scalable objectives tied to institutional partnerships with higher education.

Fig. 8 Food production becomes an embodied experience for students as they learn first-hand the role of soil, sun, water, and the

ecological processes embedded in the food system while also learning to plant, harvest, prepare, and eat a fresh salad.
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Conclusion and future directions

The careful design of outdoor learning environ-

ments, whether on farms, school grounds, museums,

or zoos, plays a critical role in affording habits of

mind that allow critical science thinking and learning

to take root in students of all ages. These intention-

ally open-ended designs provide entry into authentic

means of exploration, removing constraints of tradi-

tional school contexts. These sites also provide the

learner the tools to discover interest and complexity

and to locate the questions that plant the seeds for

becoming scientists, artists, innovators, and educa-

tors. Effective design and partnerships play a critical

role in taking this to capacity and applying it, mak-

ing it useful, effective, and real. It also tasks designers

to “do” design that meets educational and ecological

imperatives and demonstrates models for collabora-

tion and partnering with broad entities.

Our projects, involving design, implementation,

and programming, have led us to the phase of care-

ful assessment of the effectiveness of our work. What

are indications of learning efficacy in these contexts?

How do we know what science, what discoveries,

visitors make in these landscapes? In these spaces,

we seek to “measure” outcomes in ways that move

beyond the traditional test. For example, we can ob-

serve students’ engagement with materials over time.

As we observe students “muck around” in one of the

ponds on the Hub Farm site, we can attend to how

they engage with the water, with the mud, with one

another. What sort of sense making are they engag-

ing in? How are they talking about what they ob-

serve? How do they collaborate with one another?

The freedom from traditional assessments and eval-

uation enables visitors to take risks with the materi-

als, to play with outcomes that may seem

implausible on the surface. In these spaces, they

can make discoveries that venture beyond those we

ourselves can imagine. The outcomes are not neces-

sarily pre-determined. Indeed, here’s where scientific

discoveries can happen.

Future assessment models may be qualitative and

quantitative and can assess both process, outcome,

conceptual understanding, and can drive the next set

of questions to be explored. Visual mapping, behavior

mapping, and conversation mapping (Beeken and

Janzen 1978; Marcus 1990; Malone and Tranter 2003;

Moore and Cosco 2010) can provide qualitative insight

into spatial, temporal, and communication outcomes.

With behavior mapping, we can gather data on how

long someone spends within a particular exploration

mode, in what areas, and with what diversity of spatial

materials with which they are engaging. Conversation

mapping can track the types of questions that are

asked and gauge the complexity and relative interest

in the subject, not to mention visitors’ understanding

of the phenomenon being examined. Such evaluations

can show how well students are working together and

collaborating to solve a problem. Such mapping may

also reveal how well diverse groups come together

across gender, race, and age, by mapping the physical

patterns in learning based on where students choose to

be or who they choose to be with. Then evaluations

can be made about the type of thinking and learning

that occurs in each space.

Interdisciplinary collaboration in the design and

assessment of outdoor learning landscapes enables

us to offer students of all ages rich, complex, and

educative possibilities. Places of outdoor learning of-

fer critical opportunities to build understanding at

multiple levels: visitors of all ages can find new ways

to engage with the natural world, leading to in-

creased comfort and enjoyment or emerging inquis-

itiveness and substantive new learning; designers gain

opportunities to shape spaces that will be animated

by the engagement of diverse leaders and learners,

resulting in a continually evolving creative learning

space; educators immersed in new ways of learning

in landscapes like the NC Zoo and the Hub Farm

can take this same learning to their own K-12 stu-

dents; research scientists experience a place to exam-

ine their own questions of science in collaboration

with citizen scientists and opportunities to test their

powers of communication and contribute to a more

educated populace.
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